
Here’s some handy information 
to maximise usage of your 
essentials products. 

HOW TO GET THE 
BEST FROM YOUR 
ESSENTIALS VALUE PACK.



CERAMIC SEALANT

POP/IT

POP/IT  is a spray on/wipe off ceramic sealant that’s designed to complement 
and enhance My Van Care Exterior Cladding Coating.

It provides several benefits, including: 

Directions for use be found on the bottle label.  
To avoid scratching your RV’s surface, us the BUFF/IT cloth in this pack.

PROTECTION FROM UV AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

EASY MAINTENANCE

MY VAN CARE ESSENTIALS PACK

POP/IT forms a protective layer on your RV’s external cladding that helps protect 
against the harmful effects of UV rays plus repels water, dust, dirt, and other 
contaminants leaving a long-lasting shine.

POP/IT makes it easier to maintain your RV’s finish by making it less prone to 
staining, scratching, and similar blemishes. This means you’ll spend less time 
and money on cleaning and maintenance. Overall, using a ceramic sealant on 
your RV can help to protect and enhance its appearance, while also making it 
easier to maintain. 



SHAMPOO

ON THE GO WIPES

WASH/IT

SPLAT

WASH/IT Shampoo is a specially formulated to compliment RV’s that have been 
treated with professionally applied My Van Care Exterior Cladding Coatings. 

WASH/IT Shampoo provides a highly repellent finish. It’s pH neutral formulation 
means it won’t strip the permanent protective surface coating.

 It’s gentle on paintwork and cladding whilst still removing all dirt and grime from 
the surface. Comes in a delicious coconut scent in a 250mL bottle.

You’ll find 5 SPLAT sachets in your My Van Care Essentials Pack. That’s 5 wipes to 
‘wipe-away’ bird poo and tree sap from your RV’s exterior cladding. 

SPLAT works effectively to remove bird and bat droppings, tree sap, or bug splatter 
before it becomes corrosive and burns a spot in your RV’s exterior cladding. 

These excrements should be removed as soon as possible with SPLAT to help protect 
your RV’s exterior cladding from rapid deterioration and unsightly blemishes.

Directions for use can be found on each sachet, simply follow the steps 
to get the best results.

Directions for use can be found on the bottle label, it’s ready to use, simply 
just follow the steps to get the most out of this highly concentrated and ultra-
hydrophobic product. Use a use a high quality chamois to prevent water spots 
and achieve a streak-free shine.



INTERIOR MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER

SPRITZ/IT

SPRITZ/IT can be used on most interior surfaces to wipe away messy food 
and drink spills, given surfaces some extra sparkle.

You simply mist onto a microfibre cloth, wipe cloth over dirty interior 
surfaces and the spills will naturally flash off surface leaving a sparkly clean 
finish. You’ll find an application cloth in your My Van Care Essentials Pack.

SPRITZ/IT can also be used for carpet stain removal. Simply spray directly 
on soiled area and allow to sit briefly to penetrate and dissolve staining. 
Agitate with microfibre cloth and allow to dry naturally.

Directions for use can be found on the bottle label, it’s ready to use, 
simply follow the steps to get the most out of SPRITZ/IT.

myvancare.com
Some additional maintenance products or 
refills can be purchased from the M1 Store.
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